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h UNITED STATESp

g j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
# WASHINGTON. O.C. 30006 0001p

s., /
July 12, 1996

,

ORGANIZATION: Baltimore Gas and Electric

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF MEETING WITH BALTIMORE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
(BGE) ON BGE LICENSE RENEWAL ACTIVITIES

On June 20, 1996, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff met with
representatives of BGE in Rockville, Maryland, to provide comments to BGE on
the aging management program and demonstration portion of its Integrated Plant
Assessment (IPA) System and Commodity Reports template. A list of meeting
attendees is provided in Attachment 1. Attachment 2 is a copy of the material
distributed at the meeting, and Attachment 3 is a staff markup of the
template.

Prior to discussing the staff's comments on the aging management program and
demonstration portion of the template, the issue of "the list" required by
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) was discussed. The issue of "the list" was discussed at
length during the meeting between the staff and BGE. As a result of the
June 13, 1996, meeting discussion, the staff committed to further discuss its
current thinking on this issue. The staff stated that because the content of
"the list" will, to some degree, depend on the applicant's scoping process and
the system or commodity group being evaluated, the content will, to some
degree, be determined on 1 case-by-case basis by the applicant. The staff
also provided some general elements to be maintained on-site and included in
the application. These elements are described in Attachment 4.

The staff stated that the comments reflect current staff thinking and should
not be construed as a final staff position. The staff stated that this issue
is generic and is still being worked in several areas. This issue has been a
topic of discussion at several of the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI)
demonstration pilot visits, and during the development of the NEI guideline,
95-10 and the NRC draft regulatory guide for license renewal DG-1047.

The staff provided. comments on the aging management programs and demonstration
portion of the BGE template in the form of a markup (see Attachment 3). In
some instances, BGE either asked for clarification of a comment or suggested '

moving the comment to another section of the template. BGE agreed to review
all of the staff comments and provide to the staff, by July 3, 1996, a revised
template.
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Based on BGE's initial draft of the aging management program and demonstration
portion of the template and BGE's initial responses to the staff's comments,
the staff recommended that the meeting scheduled for July 3, 1996 ._be
cancelled. This meeting was scheduled to. discuss additional staff comments on
the aging management programs and demonstration portion of the. template; The
staff also suggested cancelling the meeting scheduled for July 11, 1996,
unless BGE identified, after additional review, concerns with the staff
comments on the aging management program anel demonstration portion of the
template.

BGE provided written responses to the comments made during the June 13, 1996,
meeting, and described the changes made to the template to address those
comments. BGE also submitted a revised table of issues identified from the
NEI pilot demonstration. BGE identified those issues it believes can be
addressed during the template development phase of the review with a status
of "W".

On July 3, 1996, BGE submitted a revised template that incorporates the
staff's comments from the June 20, 1996, meeting. As a result, the staff
cancelled the July 11, 1996 meeting. The next meeting is scheduled for
July 18, 1996.

Original signed by:
Scott C. Flanders, Project Manager
License Renewal Project Directorate
Division of Reactor Program Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Attachments: 1. Attendance List
2. Meeting Materials
3. Staff's Markup
4. Description of Elements

cc: See next page
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Based on BGE's initial draft of the aging management program and demonstration
portion of the template and BGE's initial responses to the staff's comments,
the staff recommended that the meeting scheduled for July 3, 1996, be

i cancelled. This meeting was scheduled to discuss additional staff comments on
the aging management programs and demonstration portion of the template. The
staff also suggested cancelling the meeting scheduled for July 11, 1996,
unless BGE identified, after additional review, concerns with the staff
comments on the aging management program and demonstration portion of the
template.

BGE provided written responses to the comments made during the June 13, 1996,
meeting, and described the changes made to the template to address those
comments. BGE also submitted a revised table of issues identified from the
NEI pilot demonstration. BGE identified those issues it believes can be
addressed during the template development phase of the review with a status;

of "W".

On July 3,1996, BGE submitted a revised template that incorporates the
staff's comments from the June 20, 1996, meeting. As a result, the staff
cancelled the July 11, 1996 meeting. The next meeting is scheduled for
July 18, 1996.

/ -

f/-/ 8//{
Scott C. F nders,) t Manager
License Renewal Project Directorate
Division of Reactor Program Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Attachments: 1. Attendance List l
2. Meeting Materials
3. Staff's Markup
4. Description of Elements

cc: See next page l
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!* Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
Baltimore Gas & Electric Company Unit Nos. I and 2

cc:

President Mr. Joseph H. Walter, Chief Engineer
Calvert County Board of Public Service Commission of

Commissioners Marylandi

| 175 Main Street Engineering Division
| Prince Frederick, Md 20678 6 St. Paul Centre
| Baltimore, MD 21202-6806

D. A. Brune, Esquire
General Counsel Kristen A. Burger, Esquire )
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company Maryland People's Counsel '

P.O. Box 1475 6 St. Paul Centre
Baltimore, MD 21203 Suite 2101

Baltimore, MD 21202-1631
Jay E. Silberg, Esquire
Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge Patricia T. Birnie, Esquire
2300 N Street, NW Co-Director

| Washington, DC 20037 Maryland Safe Energy Coalition
P.O. Box 33111

Mr. Terrence J. Camilleri, Director, Baltimore, MD 21218
NRM
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Mr. Robert E. Denton
1650 Calvert Cliffs Parkway Vice President - Nuclear Energy

I Lusby, MD 20657-4702 Baltimore Gas and Electric Company
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant

Resident Inspector 1650 Calvert Cliffs Parkway
c/o U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Lusby, MD 20657-4702

Commission
P.O. Box 287 Mr. Larry Bell
St. Leonard, MD 20685 NRC Technical Training Center

5700 Brainerd Road
Mr. Richard I. McLean Chattanooga, TN 37411-4017
Administrator - Radioecology
Department of Natural Resources
580 Taylor Avenue'

Tawes State Office Building
B3

| Annapolis, MD 21401
|

| Regional Administrator, Region I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406
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ATTENDANCE LIST |
NRC MEETING WITH BALTIM0RE GAS AND ELECTRIC l

JUNE 20. 1996 i

!
NAME ORGANIZATION

1. Scott Flanders
2. Scott Newberry

- NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR
NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR J

3. Don Shaw BGE/ Life Cycle Mamt. |

4. Barth Doroshuk BGE/ LCM
5. Barry Tilden BGE/ LCM I

6. Tricia Heroux for EPRI
__ |

7. Alice Carson BECHTEL .
,

8. Sam Lee NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR |
9. Mason Bowman _BGE/ LCM !
10. P. T. Kuo NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR l
11. Christopher M. Reaan NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR |

12. Winston W. C. Liu NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR ,

13. Lynn Connor for STS l

14. Paul Shemanski NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR
'

15. Hai-Boh Wana NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR |
16. John P. Moulton NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR |

17. Ra_1 Anand NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR i

18. Steve Hoffman NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR !
19. Bob Borsun FTI
20. I
21. I

22. |

23. ;

24. |

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30. |
31.
32.
33,
34.

._

35.
_

36.
37.

_.

38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

I

ATTACHMENT 1

l
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- BGE Response / Template Action for NRC Phase I Comments
June 20,1996 ',

comment . NRC Comment BGE Response Template Action- !

Number -

T-1 Include a description of the system bcundaries so that BGE agree to include the conceptual boundaries of the Added bullet to I.A.
NRC can be assured that the entire plant was covered system as described in the Methodology, Section 3.2.
by the IPA.

T-2 Include criteria for transferring SCs to a commodity BGE agreed to discuss the make-up of the commodity Clarified bullet in I.A.
evaluation. group in each commodity LRA.

e

( T-3 ) Include ASME,IEEE, ACI codes applicable to the This information is already in the FSAR and we already No change.
system and which sections, etc. apply. refer to the specific sections of the FSAR that are

applicable. IncluJo Sb M -

T-4 Add a requirement to the template to refer to the BGE agreed. Added words to bullet
FSAR when applicable. in I.A.

T-5 Include system intended functions. BGE explained that BGE focuses on maintaining No change.
component intended functions so that, by definition, the
system intended functions supported by those components
are maintained.

T-6 Include a description of the Subject-to-AMR boundary BGE agreed to clarify this part of the template. Bullets in I.B. were
in the LRA. re-visited and revised.

T-7 Provide a list of SCs subject to AMR that is more BGE understands that the NRC Staff took an action item No change.
detailed than the list of device types currently given to make a proposal no later than June 20 on resolution of
and less detailed than the full item-by-item list. this item.

T-8 Clarify the intent of paragraph I.B, third bullet BGE clarified this verbally, explaining that the intent is to No change.
(limiting detail by referring to methodology) avoid unnecessary redundancy of what is in the

methodology..

.

I
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- BGE Response / Template Action for NRC Phase I Comments
'June 20,1996

comment :NRC Comment . . BGE Response Template Action
,

' ~

Number

T-9 Insert in heading to I.B "their intended" before BGE, agreed. I.B. changed as ;

" functions". described. !

!

T-10 In II.A, discuss applicable industry experience with BGE understands that it appears this item will be resolved No change. |
the SCs being evaluated. by the information provided in II.B. regarding discussion i

of highly visible non plausible ARDMs since BGE would i
discuss SCs that had a high failure Vdin the industry but j
for which the ARDM is not plausible at CCNPP. '

,

i,

T-11 In the reports recently submitted the component BGE stated that the template calls for addressing No change. [
intemal environment description is buried in the materials / environment before giving details about i
details. This should be discussed prior to discussing plausible aging effects. !

aging mechanisms. |
?
i

T-12 Intemal environment descriptions should include BGE agreed to do this when it is applicable to the ARDM Added words to bullet !
low / stagnant flow areas of the system. evaluation. in II.A. |

|
'

T-13 In II.C add "Under all CLB loading conditions." BGE agreed II.C. changed as
described.

!

*

-
.

!

!

,

>
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Phant i spdanedau cf1:30p.n .hnee 19.1996
'

Phase 2 ardasedas of2:07p.n Jwee 10.1996

. DRAFT-.

Template of a License Renewal Technical Report
'

The Technical Report contains two main sections: Scoping and Aging Management. Contents of each
are provided below.

I. Scoping

A. System / Structure / Component description

IProvide a general description of the system's purpose, =j= :quipn=', beu-M=.e

CemeA 'PI -+ "O *"I ' '9"'P*'"'. '"''"di"E *h''e GPpropriate, reference to UFSAR i
sections.

|
g) .-> e include the conceptual boundariesfrom the System level scoping results.

Cc . , . If this is a non system LRA, then a discussion of the := =edi'y g= pingmake-up j

ggt f- A of the commodity group should be provided with reference to or incorporation of l

details from the methodology.
The information provided herein should be of sufficient detail to allow :ceader who.

is unfamiliar with CCNPP specifics to gain an understanding of the system. ]
|

B. Scoped SCs and their intended functions
,

Gesd T- 9 Bif.y di== i t i: :y:::= =p: rc= == =d by i: LR =!: = ping ceri:.-

:: SC:-id! =p: =d fri= == =d ::i: SC: S:: :qu!n = :ging
==:;;;=: =i= (A") by =i: ing i: SC p=iv: f=:! =.
Briefly discuss theportion ofthe system subject to an AMR. Sufficient information*

should be provided such that a reader who is unfamiliar with CCNPP specifics can
gain an appreciation for what is in scope and why. Important here is the relation of( I g .)p the SC to the function that caused the SC to require an AMR.
I: !:': LPJ. p=g :ph S!: 5::== i: f=: tic: i:: $: :ging :-- rg*ng p=gr=*- - -

= = ' p n = = :. )
Provide a discussion ofany SCs within the conceptual boundaries that are covered |e

by a separate AMR/ commodity report.
A listing or table should detail which SCs (or SCs groups) = in =p: =d tich !*

require an AMR. j
Detail here can be limited by referencing the methodology scoping sections.e

Listpassive intendedfunctions ofSCs subject to an AMR. Briefly discuss which*

passivefunctions are covered by another AMR or commodity report.
Any unique grouping or unique major equipment ,5=:d :: S: =h= == fore

the LRA :i'i g should be included here, ifappropriate. (The listing ofSCs
requiring an AMR given above willgenerally reflect the organization ofthe rest of
the LRA.' The purpose ofthis step is to explain differences between that list and the
remaining LRA sections, ifany.)

Page 1 of 6
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*

- DRAFT -*

Template of a License Renewal Technical Report

! :
' H. Aging Management

t

Include a table indicating all Age-Related-Degradation-Mechanisms (ARDMs) considered i
, (potential ARDMs) and those determined to result in plausible aging effects.

'

I i

! l

| For each component type (or group ofsimilar component types) subject to AMR, -

i provide thefollowing demonstration (paragraphs A, B, C, thenpossible multiple looping
through D, E, andF:

|

A. SC materials and environment (Ifit makes .7 ne to include this discussion only oncefor |
| the system or commodity, rather than repeatingfor each component type, include it only j

once.) |
1

|

Provide details of the SC materials of construction that are pertinent to the plausible .

e

aging issues / passive intended functions. |
Provide a description of the environment te : Md i: SC E =bj::::d in d! ::ri:: !e

,

| =ed::, ht:=d =d : .:=d(s) to which the SC is subjected, and identify the j
Ipertinent environmental parameters related to the aging effects decisions (i.e.,.

94 + plausible and non-plausible determinations). (This might include standby system . |

Qp$ stagnant conditions.)

| B. Plausible aging mechanisms
|
;

j Describe the aging issues that were considered, including:

plausible ARDMse;

'
non-plausible ARDMs (as determined to be required based on " visibility" ofissue)e

Generic Safety Issue (GSI)/ Unresolved Safety Issue (GSI) related aging issues?e

Include in the discussion the basis for plausibility /non-plausibility determinations and the
- resultant aging effects of plausible ARDMs. References to source material should be
made, as appropriate.

| C. ARDM effects on SC functions
|

For instance, for piping these are things like cracks in piping, loss of material, loss*

of mechanical closure integrity of bolted connections.<

Describe how the specific ARDM affects the specific SC. How does the mechanisme
;-

progress? How does it reveal itself7 What does it look like?

Page 2 of 6
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i -DRAFT-
|

Temniate of a License Renewal Technical Reoort
t

How/to what extent is the passive intended function affected4 under all CLB.

conditions?
; Cas4 p.|) a

^ Phase 1 A

v Phase 2 y
,

1

For each SC croup /effect combination. do D.. E.. and F. below.

D. Methods * to manage the ARDMs/ effects of the ARDMs
{

| Mitigation of the ARDM(s)

lj 1. Include methods discussed in the Aging Management Review to mitigate the onset i

; and/or propagation of degradation.
2. You may need to refer back to the characteristics of the applicable ARDM(s) when

describing these methods.

3. What conditions would be maintained? These could be controlled conditions I

(coatings / painting, ph ofintemal fluid, etc.) or design conditions that go beyond i
basic design (like oil-impregnated sand under a fuel oil tank, for instance). |

|
Discovery of the effect(s) of the ARDM(s) j

!

1. Include methods discussed in the Aging Management Review to discover the onset
and/or propagation of degradation, such as inspecting, monitoring, testing, etc.

2. These methods must detect the aging effect over a time period in which it is likely
that detection will occur prior to the loss of the function.

3. What discovery criteria * would be used in conjunction with these discovery
methods?

!

! E. Identification and description of aging management programs (AMPS)
|

Mitigation of the ARDM(s)

Provide information on existing plant program (s) which have the SC group within
'

*

their scope, and which provide mitigation for the SC group /ARDM(s) combination.

.

Include the name of the program.*

1

i

| * Section 6.3 of the CCNPP IPA Methodology," Methods to Manage the Effects of Aging," has some guidance.

!
Page 3 of 6
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- DRAFT -

Temniate of a License Renewal Technical Report

Review the program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,.

references and procedural steps, then provide information that pertains to the
needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.
Provide the elements of the program that match the methods. The elements.

involve the technology applied to carry out the program, which could include
the criteria for establishing the frequency of performance, sample size or
location (if known), parameters measured, etc. again only as they pertain to
the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.

For existing p'. ant programs that must be modified,*

Provide the information from above for the existing portion.e

Describe the aspects Gat must be modified and how they will affect the*

program purpcsec., cope, bases, developmental standards, references or
procedural steps.
Describe new elements added to carry out the program.*

Describe how the modified pertions pertain to the needs indicated by the.

methods discussed earlier.

'

For new programs, 1
.

|

Describe the new program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards, |e

and references.
Describe the new elements for carrying out the program.*

Describe this information to the extent known, but in enough detail to.

demonstrate that the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier will be
m et.

Discoverv of the effects of the ARDM(s)

Provide information on existing plant program (s) which have the SC group withine

their scope, and which provide discovery for the SC group /ARDM(s) combination.
'

;

Include the name of the program.e

Review the program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,*

references and procedural steps, then provide information that pertains to the
needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier. !

Provide the elements of the program that match the methods. .The elementse

involve the technology applied to carry out the program, which could include
the criteria for establishing the frequency of performance, sample size or

i

Page 4 of 6
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- DRAFT -

Template of a License Renewal Technical Renort

location (if known), parameters measured, etc. again only as they pertain to.

the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.
4

For existing plant programs that must be modified,e

~

e . Provide the information from above for the existing portion,
Describe the aspects that must be modified and how they will affect thee

program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards, references or
procedural steps.
Describe new elements added to carry out the program.*

Describe how the modified portions pertain to the needs indicated by the.

methods discussed earlier.

For new programs,*

Describe the new program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,*

and references.

Describe the new elements for carrying out the program.*

Describe this information to the extent known, but in enough detail to*

demonstrate that the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier will be
met.

F. Demonstration of how AMPS manage effects such that the function (s) is(are)
maintained during the period of extended operation

Using specifics, tie the demonstration logic together for this SC group /effect4 e

combination.,

Based on the actual results, multiple groups could bejoined for efficiency. Just*

ensure that the information is still logically tied together,
Use a series of bullets that summarize the logical steps.e

For example:*

Feedwater piping provides for pmssure boundary integrity.*

Erosion / Corrosion is plausible for feedwater piping, causing wall thinning*
,

(loss of material) which can lead to loss of pressure boundary integrity.
'Calvert Cliffs' erosion / corrosion program will detect wall thinning before {

*

the pressure boundary integrity function is threatened. !i

Therefore, the pressure boundary integrity provided by the feedwater pipinge
,

i will be maintained, consistent with the CLB, throughout the period of 1

! extended operation.
i
,

|
'

Page 5 of 6
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Template of a License Renewal Technical Report

G. Reference List

Complete each Technical Report with a list of pertinent references.*

.

Page 6 of 6
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'Temniate of a License Renewal Technical Renort

F

| - The Technical Report contains two main sections: Scoping and Aging Management. Contents of each
j are provided below.

| d
I. Scoping'

,

A. System /Structum/ Component description
,

|

| Provide a general description of the system's purpose and/or major equipment,.

| including, where appropriate, reference to UFSAR sections.
Include the conceptual boundaries from the System level scoping results..

If this is a non system LRA, then a discussion of the make-up of the commodity*;

group should be provided with reference to or incorporation of details from the !

methodology. |
The information provided herein should be of sufficient detail to allow a reader whoe

is unfamiliar with CCNPP specifics to gain an understanding of the system.
1

B. Scoped SCs and their intended functions

!
'Briefly discuss the portion of the system subject to an AMR. Sufficient informatione

should be provided such that a reader who is unfamiliar with CCNPP specifics can
gain an appreciation for what is in scope and why. Important here is the relation of
the SC to the function that caused the SC to require an AMR.
Provide a discussion of any SCs within the conceptual boundaries that are covered.

i

by a separate AMR/ commodity report. |

A listing or table should detail which SCs (or SCs groups) require an AMR. !*

Detail here can be limited by referencing the methodology scoping sections. !e

List passive intended functions of SCs subject to an AMR. Briefly discuss which*

passive functions are covered by another AMR or commodity report.
Any unique grouping or unique major equipment for the LRA should be included.

here, if appropriate. (The listing of SCs requiring an AMR given above will
generally reflect the organization of the rest of the LRA. The purpose of this step is
to explain differences between that list and the remaining LRA sections, if any.)

H. Aging Management,

Include a table indicating all Age-Related-Degradation-Mechanisms (ARDMs) considered
(potential ARDMs) and those determined to result in plausible aging effects.

!

Page1of5
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Template of a License Renewal Technical Report
!

For each component type (or group of similar component types) subject to AMR,
provide the following demonstration (paragraphs A, B, C, then possible multiple looping
through D, E, and F:,

1
!

A. SC materials and environment (Ifit makes sense to include this discussion only once for

| the system or commodity, rather than repeating for each component type, include it only

| once.)

| Provide details of the SC materials of construction that are pertinent to the plausible*

eging issues / passive intended functions.

Provide a description of the environment (s) to which the SC is subjected, and.

identify the pertinent environmental parameters related to the aging effects decisions
(i.e., plausible and non-plausible determinations). (This might include standby
system stagnant conditions.)

! B. Plausible aging mechanisms

|
Describe the aging issues that were considered, including:

plausible ARDMse

non-plausible ARDMs (as detelmined to be required based on visibility" ofissue)e

Generic Safety Issue (GSI)/ Unresolved Safety Issue (GSI) related aging issues?e

Include in the discussion the basis for plausibility /non-plausibility determinations and the
resultant aging effects of plausible ARDMs. References to source material should be
made, as appropriate.

C. ARDM effects on SC functions

For instance, for piping these are things like cracks in piping, loss of material, losse

of mechanical closure integrity of bolted connections.
Describe how the specific ARDM affects the specific SC. How does the m~echanism*

progress? How does it reveal itself? What does it look like?
How/to what extent is the passive intended function affected under all CLBe

conditions?

| A Phase 1 A
, . . .

v Phase 2 v

For each SC group /effect combination. do D.. E.. and F. below.
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Template of a License Renewal Technical Report

D. Methods * to manage the ARDMs/ effects of the ARDMs

Mitigation of the ARDM(s)

1. Include methods discussed in the Aging Management Review to mitigate the onset
and/or propagation of degradation.

2. You may need to refer back to the characteristics of the applicable ARDM(s) when
describing these methods.

3. What conditions would be maintained? These could be controlled conditions
(coatings / painting, ph ofintemal fluid, etc.) or design conditions that go beyond
basic design (like oil-impregnated sand under a fuel oil tank, for instance).

Discoverv of the effect(s) of the ARDM(s)

_ l. Include methods discussed in the Aging Management Review to discover the onset
and/or propagation of degradation, such as inspecting, monitoring, testing, etc.

2. These methods must detect the aging effect over a time period in which it is likely
that detection will occur prior to the loss of the function.

'

3. What discovery criteria * would be used in conjunction with these discovery
methods?

E. Identification and description of aging management programs (AMPS)

Mitigation of the ARDM(s)

Provide information on existing plant program (s) which have the SC group withine

their scope, and which provide mitigation for the SC group /ARDM(s) combination.

Include the name of the program.*

Review the program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,*

references and procedural steps, then provide information that pertains to the
needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.
Provide the elements of the program that match the methods. The elements*

involve the technology applied to carry out the program, which could include
the criteria for establishing the frequency of performance, sample size or
location (if known), parameters measured, etc. again only as they pertain to
the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.

For existing plant programs that must be modified,*

* Section 6.3 of the CCNPP IPA Methodology," Methods to Manage the Effects of Aging," has some guidance.
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Phase I updated as cf 1:30 p.m. June 19.1996
Phase 2 updaned as af 2:07 p.m. June 10.1996.
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- DRAFT -

Template of a License Renewal Technical Report

Provide the information from above for the existing portion..

Describe the aspects that must be modified and how they will affect the*

program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards, references or
- procedural steps.
Describe new elements added to carry out the program.*

Describe how the modified portions pertain to the needs indicated by the*

methods discussed earlier.

For new programs,.

Describe the new program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,e

and references.

Describe the new elements for carrying out the program..

Describe this information to the extent known, but in enough detail to*

demonstrate that the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier will be
"

met.

Discovery of the effects of the ARDM(s)
.

Provide information on existing plant program (s) which have the SC group within*

their scope, and which provide discovery for the SC group /ARDM(s) combination.

Include the name of the program.*

Review the program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,*

references and procedural steps, then provide information that pertains to the
needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.
Provide the elements of the program that match the methods. The elements*

involve the technology applied to carry out the program, which could include
the criteria for establishing the frequency of performance, sample size or
location (if known), parameters measured, etc. again only as they pertain to
the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.

For existing plant programs that must be modified,*

Provide the information from above for the existing portion.e

Describe the aspects that must be modified and how they will affect the*

program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards, references or
procedural steps.
Describe new elements added to carry out the program.*

.
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Phase 2 updated as ef 2:07 p.m. June 10,1996
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Teaplate of a License Renewal Technical Report

Describe how the modified portions pertain to the needs indicated by the.

methods discussed earlier.

For new programs,*

Describe the new program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,e

and references.
Describe the new elements for carrying out the program..

Describe this information to the extent known, but in enough detail to.

demonstrate that the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier will be
met.

F. Demonstration of how AMPS manage effects such that the function (s) is(are)
maintained during the period of extended operation

Using specifics, tie the demonstration logic together for this SC group /effect '.

combination.
Based on the actual results, multiple groups could bejoined for efficiency. Just j.

ensure that the information is still logically tied together.
'

Use a series of bullets that summarize the logical steps. l
.

For example: le

Feedwater piping provides for pressure boundary integrity.e

Erosion / Corrosion is plausible for feedwater piping, causing wall thinning*

(loss of material) which can lead to loss of pressure boundary integrity.
Calvert Cliffs' erosion / corrosion program will detect wall thinning before.

the pressure boundary integrity function is threatened.
Therefore, the pressure boundary integrity provided by the feedwater piping.

will be maintained, consistent with the CLB, throughout the period of j

extended operation. |
,

G. Reference List

Complete each Technical Report with a list of pertinent references..
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| Response to NRC Comments on NEI Pilot Demonstration Visit |
| :

't number W:. e y de+-m - g#en *: ' C .CCl@P 9arine Respoem to NRC W Ykk rammenes Status [
' c- g c, a pqwtCcammene% w- t,

'n M;u 9%, W w%W , ^ s :, ,

|
G1 The scoping methodology rA by the participant was consistent with No Pr - Cl {

the guidana and intent of NEI 95-10. Refer to NEI 95-10, Section 3.0 and
'

| $4.1. j

i
G2 The intended functions for the structures and -- , :--- - --- were identified No Response C1 ;

i ca the structure and compament level. Refer to NEI 95-10, f 4.1. !

i
G3 The methodology for _='---: -- aging effects appeared consnient with the No Response Cl |

-

guidance provided in NEI 95-10. Refer to NEI. 95-10, f 4.2.1.1

;

G4 The participant needs to provide a better desenption of the methodology, The referenced section in the NEI Gude states that features to consider for W ,

criteria, and corrective actions associated with aging - - ; -- =? programs the demonstration are the following 'Ibe NRC interpreted *Testures to !
to meet the intent of NEI 95-10. Refer to NEI 95-10, f 4.2.1.2 and i 6.2.3. consider" as a checklist where each piece ofinformation is required. This 'I

was a common occurrence. |
|

Action Required: This an==ent will be resolved as part of the current f
initiative on level ofdetail.

G5 Some of the participant's program is based on the old Rule, Title 10 of the Updates were in progress for AMR reports. 9arencally, the structures C2
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 54 (10 CFR Part 54), or an earlier format reports still referred to Unique to License Renewal, a term eliminated from
utilized by the participant and needs to be updated the new Rule. j

Action Recuired: Complete updating reports. (Complete). |
G6 To date, the license renewal applic=enan (LRA) rM by the participant IxvelofdetailofLRAsissue. Seemmment G4. W ,

falls short of the level of detail required by NEI 95-10 and needs snore j
detail before submitting it for NRC staff review. Refer to NEI 95-10, f 6.2. Action Required: This coinmeM will be resolved as part of the current

initiative on level ofdetail. .

4 !

;

i

I
i

,

O -Open C3 - Closed. Tracked imder another nnemear number.
.

C1 - Closed. No actior required. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being.
C2 - Closed. Regerr.' action complete. discussed with the Staff to address the comment.t

Tuesday, June 18,1996
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 2 of 26 )

Commen s ; tNRC CommentL CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit n===ast Status ;
~" - < w '"

W * '' - -
' '

t Number ' 4 -
-

G7 The participant's FSAR Supplement presented to the staff during the site Ixvel of Detail in FSAR Supplement. The referenced section of the Gmde O

visit also needs more detail to meet the intent of NEI 95-10. Refer to NEI merely states that "Section 54,21(d) of the Rule requires that a nimmary

95-10, f 6.3. description of the programs and activities for managmg aging for the
pened of extended w E n as deternuned by the IPA review and the

'

evaluation of time limited aging analyses for the pened of evnended 3

!
operations be included in the FSAR Suppleinent."

i

Action Reauired: This conunent will be resolved as part of the current j

initiative on level ofdetail. ;

G8 A review of the participant's LR r ; did not clearly demonstrate The procedures did not clearly refer to the Control Pmcedure which C2 {
that they met the quality control .w...c ts intended by NEI 95-10. governed their preparation.

~

3Refer to NEI 95-10, f 3.3, f 4.4, and f 5.3.
Action Reauired: Add a reference to the metrol procedme which governed

'

theirpreparation. (Ca==ak) ;

G9 The participant did not perform a separate search of NRC genenc BGE's approach to genenc w..=,-: ' =+ is described in the BGE C1 !

commumcations but used other industsy documents to identify aging methodology and ,#--dy in the response to NRC RAls. It does not ,

'

effects. This raised a conarn that some industry expenence may be nussed include an explicit genenc -.. , t - review but relies on an
and alerted the staff of the need to assess effective ways for identifying established site process ibt incxirporating indnery expenence into all site ;

industry expenence throughout the LRDP. activities. ;

Areian P~==i ed: None.

GIO The participant needs to provide more information that describes how their Level of Detailissue. W
,

aging management programs will effectively manage the effects of aging |

for renewal. Refer to NEI 95-10, f 4.4 and i 6.2. Action Reauired: This rmament will be resolved as part of the cunent !

initiative on level ofdetail I

Gil The intent of NEI 95-10 is to have all'ILAAs complete at the time of 'Ihis comment is a function of several factors. 1) We used the wrong O !

application with some potential fc r -peians wiuch is allowed by the format to address the vessel 1LAA. It had already been resolved, but we ;

gudeline. The pan.;r ;'s handing ofTLAAs led the staff to beheve that used the format in the NEI Gode for TLAAs winch had been deferred.
they were planning to delay more of the TLAAs than intended by the This led the Staff to think our mandard format is the one for 1LAAs that ,

gudeline. Refer to NEI 95-10, f .i.1.4. have been deferred. 2) Still have a conceptual disagsweens with the Staff. |
|-They still believe that TLAAs with very few exceptions should all be

resolved prior to LRA subnuttal. We beheve the Rule allows latitude. 3

:

Action Reauired: Conduct further discussions with the NRC on this issue. f
i

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number
,

C1 - Closed. No action reqmred. V'- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being |
C2 - Closed. Reqmred action complete. de===rd with the Staff to addsess the muunent. |

j. .

-_- _ _ . _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - - - __ .- __ _ . - _ - - _ . _ _ _ - . . - ___ . . - . .- -.
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 3 of 26 )

i Camnea *'

-

CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demnastration Visit rammente Status.g- a, g-.N $NRC. Comment " *
qgm : e p. rm - g. w, , ,

G12 Currently, the participant does not intend to address those genenc safety BGE methodology requires addressang all aging issues regardless of Cl
issues (GSI) cinnafied as low priority by the NRC GSI program. Refer to whether a GSI apphes. Con = dent with the SOC to the Rule, it provides
NEI 95-10, i 1.5. additional ophons for an aging issue when a GSI does apply. Therefore,

the approach taken is commeene with the BGE IWest-talogy and the NEI
'

Guide. It appears that the Staffs evpart=tian may be to see an exphcit
review of GSIs and USIs for Iwnee renewal and a di===an of why they
do or do not need to be addressed. We need to have an explanation ready
for each one that does not apply and why, but should not include such a
discussion in the LRA.

Action Reevired: None
G13 The participant's age-related degradation inspection program needs to Comment is not clear. ARDI inspection program has not been LM Cl

specifically address the invian of components in inaccessible areas. beyond the ---:-j-- : level but our docunenimpon already esta that it
Refer to NEI 95-10, f 4.3.1. will cover structural steel in "inamecible" (not readily arrmible) areas. It

is believed that this comment may have resulted from the Staffs
misunderstanding of our reference to Section 2 in each LRA when
discussing ARDL 11 ey looked at Section 2 of the niethodology when we
were actually referring to Section 2 of the LRA.

Action Reauired: None.
NEI 1 The current NEI 95-10 gudance that describes the "demonsereden" of an No response. C1

effective aging management program may need more description to preside
the neceaary gedance to meet the intent of 10 CFR Part 54. Refer to NEI
95-10, f 4.2.1.3, f 4.2.21, f 4.2.2.2, and j 4.2.3.2. I

I

NEI-2 Deternumng the level of Setail for many areas of the LR process was a ho response. Cl |

pnmary Sk of the LRDP. *Ihe team identified some concerns with
the level of detail presented during the site visit and will continue to assess

|the level ofdetail presented throughout the LRDP. 'Ihe staff will build on -

our observations from the site visit to determine the need for additional
guidance in this area. Refer to NEI 95-10, f 6.0.

!

O - Open C3 - Closed. Traded under another comment number
C1 - Closed. No action required. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being
C2 - Closed. Regared action compplete. discussed with the Staff to address the annment.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_-_ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ . _ _ - _ . _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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Respotase to NRC Comments (Page 4 of 26 )

CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comanents Statusb?onunen ~ 1NRC Conucent' '
.

t Number
~, ' ~

e N ~--
. *' e - ' ' =

NEI-3 "Ihe intent of NEI 95-10, f 5.1.4, in gM is to prmide the parenary Conaptual disagreement on timing of TLAAs. O

gmdance to have apphcants -- q'-::: a.A submit all TLAAs at the time of .

application for LR. NEI 95-10 allows for deiays under special instances Action Reauired: Conduct further discussions with the NRC on thisissue. ,
;

with additional submittal requirements as provided by the gmdeline.
'

Additional gedance may be nardr<t to ensure that any delay of TLAAs after
submittal of an LRA is the em.cption. Refer to NEI 95-10, f 5.1.4.

NEl-4 The team fouPJ inconsissent gmdance in NEI 95-10 with respect to the See response to comment Scoping 9. C3 (
'

listing of st'.uctures and mamanennt within "- ~.-c Ety groups. Refer to
NEI 95-10. f 4.1, { 4.4.1, and Figure 4.1-1.

'

.-

Scoping

Scoping "Ihe participant's system level scoping results were reviewed. 'Ihe No Response Cl
I participant's scopmg was consistent with NEI 95-10, f 3.1 regarding

isystems, suuG-4 and w ,ve ;. within the scope of LR. The
participant's system level scopmg results included the A- a =tation of the
systems and structures that are within the scope of LR and their intended
functions consistent with NEI 95-10, f 3.3.

.

i
Scoping The Main Feedwater (MFW) -----:=: level scoping results were No Response C1

2 reviewed. It was deteramed that the component intended functions were
welldocumentedandconsistentwithNEI95-10, f 3.3.

Corqponents in the MFW System were reviewed on a sampling basis to
determme if the component scopmg was complete with no olnious i

omission. No otr.issions were noted. ,

Scoping The information sources used for the system and sttucture scoping were No Response Cl ,

3 &- ..- nted and consistent with NEI 95-10, Table 3.1-1.

Scoping The MFW evaluation "v0=ie.iy for scoping was reviewed and determined to No Response Cl !-

4 be appropriate and consistent with NEI 95-10, q4.1.1.

r

O - Opr.n C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action requued. W- Wo Lmg. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being

,

C2 - CM::ed. Reqmred action complete. discussed with the Staff to address the comment. '

, ,

_ _ _____ _ _ _ _ - - . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ . _ . _ _
_
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 5 of 26 )
Conunca ?a? gG.W @g(NRCfn==eme, -

-
~

CCNPP W~ 7 ,,Pe=t-=a to NRC Denmastuman Visit n-aw enStatus:

,% - oc . .. .
, gg j % 7 g y ggx - y;,

Scoping Anachewsg I to the MFW <=mpament level scoping results and the Diesel The BGE r4, provides addma==I gedance on what it ====, to Cl
5 Fuel Oil (DFO) System scoping results were reviewed % assess if the perform an active vs passive f==rma= Forexample, the pre-evaluation

passrve deter ====ena== for <==panemen were made coswinent with the rule pmcedure pnmdes the following -=pl===h=y note to the evaluator: *
and NEI 95-10, f 4.1.2. " Examples of active functions include provuhng required

cooling flow to a heat exchanger, providing an electrical manal
"Ihe =-f - * = in the .. ' ---- table of Attachment I for the MFW to a device, provuhng electrical power to a load or bus,
Component Ievel Scoping results refers to the component function providing inuhcation of a plant condition, removing decay heat,
"requnng motion" rather than cosaponent function being performed by provuhng fault isolation where mahan or a change in
"numag parts." In the DFO System results, the cntena of"causes plant configuration or properties is involved (e.g., cucust brealers,
par ===eers to change in a nwes=rable way" was applied. Fhia--"y, fuses, electronic isolators). GeneraDy, actne fla=rea== cause
some +-f ^ -__ sunply state that the f===*a= "rv L indic=enon of plant par ==weers to change in a measurable mammer during the
plant twindsham" or "pnmdes closure of MOVs" and therefore is not nonnat amrse of plant operamoes or dunng arrident
=issive. While these entena may lead to proper determin=hans of conditions."

=d. 4- - - .., they are not consument with the cntena in the gudeline cas-rpienely, justification for actne vs passne f==r+ia== in pee-
evaluation results oAca uses wenis other than merely echosag the words
in the LR Rule.

Areia= Reauired: Naaa
Scoping It was noted that MFW pressure and level transnutters were included as "Ihe DGE Methodology does not identify pressure and level tr==== utters as Cl

6 subpect to an aging management review (AMR) although the NEI gudeline subpect to AMR. It identifies such instrinnenenhn= as being addressed in
consulers them to be outside the scope of LR. the instrwnent lines conunodity evalmaham In this way thej=shficehan for

exclanon of each type of PB instr ==wnenhan (as active) may be presented
and defended once rather than la each system LRA.

Action R= ired: None
Scoping The component pre evaluation i,in, was reviewed to determine if No Response Cl

7 long-lival determinnhons are consistent with the NEI guideline. The
r A, dehneates the criteria for making "long-lived" determinations
consistent with NEI 95-10.

The MFW component preevaluation results were reviewed to determine if
the long-lived determinations were applied consistent with established
ram All components not detenmned to be long-lived were subpect to
=pacifie<I h- =- ---- ^ meervals of 5 years and th A met the intent of

'

NEI 95-10.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comunent number
C1 - Closed. No action regered. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being
C2 - Closed. Required action complete. discussed with the Staff to address the r===ent

_ - _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - . - - ._- - . _ _ - - -
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 6 of 26 )
Conunen v,, ^

j t Number >" '
UNRC.Commentz . CCNPP Specific Response to.NRC Demonstration Visit Co===ne= Status,7

Scoping The MFW and DFO mmponent scoping results were reviewed to determine The NEl Gmde states in 6.2.2 that the LRA must contain a list of C3
8 if the structures, and components subject to an AMR were identified. The struct ats, components or conunahty groups subpect to aging management

structures and components subject to an AMR are listed in Attachment 4 of review In the BGE LRA the list of SCs subject to AMR was provided in a
j the MFW and DFO component scoping results. *Ihe participant's grouped format.

preliminary information contained only a summary of structure and
4- , --- ^ types (i.e., paping, valves, etc.) for the DFO and MFW systems. The Staffis reviewing whether the Rule requires a complete list of
'therefore the preliminary matenal did not meet the intent of NEI 95-10, components in the LRA. See response to memment Scopmg 9.
however, the informataan on site did contain the necessary information.

Scoping The prelinunary information and in the life cycle management (LCM) The BGE methodology states that component supports will be scoped W
9 evaluation did not contain a listing of the component supports within the - consistent with the structures emping process. It also states that a list of

smpe of review. NEl 95-10, f 4.1 states that "RMs of the method compenent support types will be included in the results. 'the NEI Gode
used it (the idenedication) must produce a listing of structures and refers to structures, mmponents, and groups in most places.
components required by 54.21(aXIXI) and (ii)." 10 CFR 54.21(aXI) states
that "For those systems, stnictures, and components within the scope of this 'Ihe SOC to the previous LR Rule (which is still appbcable) states -
part, as delineated in f 54.4, identify and list those structures and "Second the IPA should contain specific lists of SSCs important to bcense
components subpect to an aging management review " Thus an application renewal. The list may be provided in a combined format but must still

| must contain a list of the component supports contained in each of the address the specific information required by this rule." (Old SOC 56 FR
'

mmponent supports commodity groups. 64955)

Although NEI 95-10 is specific about listing the structures and ca=aa -=*= In SECY 93-049, the Staff was addressing the imhnery concern that a
NEI 95-10, j 4.1 infers that a list of commodity groups may be an specific list cf SSC was required by the previous LR Rule to be included in
acceptable alternative to the list of all structures and components within the FSAR Supplement and that this +w would be overly
smpe of LR (the use of the term "or" in parenthesis) however in Figure 4.1- burdensome to produce and manamn and have no benefit to the reviewer.
I the list must include structures, components, ami commodity groups (Ibe original LR Rule contained no provision for a separate IRA and
which infer that lists of all three must be provided. NEI 95-10, f4.4.1 FSAR Supplement. All IPA darunwntation was to be included in the
states that only a hstmg ofstructures and w.% s required, there is FSAR Supp). SECY 93-049 sesses-i
no mention ofe -My groups and therefore, NEI 95-10 may need some
clanfication. " The Staff believes that these concerns can be adequately addressed

without changing the Rule. , the fILR SSC listing can be accomphshed by
grouping SSCs (e.g., by function). 'Ibe staff does not envmon a list that
includes the identity of each component (such as each containment
penetration with identification number.)" (SECY 93-049 p. 9)

Action Rcouired: This comment will be resolved as part of the current
initiative on level ofdetail.

Aging Management Process Comments (AMP)

O-Open C3 - M TW * W N *-
C1 - Closed. No action required. W- Working. Still open but revisions tc LR reports are being
C2 - Closed. Reqmred action ==an-ea Aem==d with the Staff to address the munent.

- '
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 7 of 26 )
Conunen yNRC Comunent ; CCNPP Specide Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Conunenec Status,

j t Number '
> ^

AMP 1 The MFW System, DFO System, and component supports aging No Response Cl
management pmgrams were reywwed to determine if the aging efects were
ident:6ed cormanent with NEI 95-10, f 4.4.2. Aging efects were identified
in the on-sate AMRs as well as the application example for these systems.

AMP 2 "Ihe AMRs for DFO Syseese, MFW System, and component supports were The NEI Cnnde (6.23) states - W
reviewed to determine if the aging cKects were " assessed." These reports ''The following information on the AMR should be included in the renewal
contained an assessment of all aging cNects and a justification as to why application ...
they are or are not plausible. The application exampic for these systems did
not contain an mese==nent of the aging efects contrary to NEI 95-10, f Identificanon and meepennent of the aging efects (or =ach==,==).

6.23. including a description of the masenals ofconstruccon and sernce
environment. Operating expenence should also be considered in order
to identify applicable aging efects. "

i

The discussion in the BGE LRA was conamnent with the NEI Gaule. It
amtained all of the aging efects assessment itesns mennoned above for

;

plausible aging efects. However, the h was not in detail and did
not address =-: . ;'-- 2 '-: aging efects.-

'

Action Reqared:'Ihis comment will be resolved as part of the current
imnative on level ofdetail.

AMP 3 The AMRs for DFO System, MFW System, and component supports and No Response Cl
therespectiveexample J ' were reviewed to detersmane if
programs /actmanes to manage the efects of aging are identified conaseent
with NEl 95-10, f 4.4.2. The AMRs and their respective apphcahons
ader@ programs to manage the efects of agmg.

AMP 4 DFO System Operating F Consderahon -NEI 95-10, f AMR report for DFO was being updated to provide the reasons why the C2
4.2.1.1, andscase that operating expenence shculd bc ==<eceart Discussions buned piping would receive an external inspection.
with the participant inarsand that osautarly ==amgert bened fuel oil papang
has failed at their fossil units. This informahon afected their eh==i of Action Roomred. Complete the updese of the DFO AMR Report.
aging snanagesment programs for IA l' -a, this operating expenence (Complete).
infonnahon is not discussed in the AMR report.

--

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under anod.ix ran=nene an=her.
C1 - Closed. No achon required. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR seports are being
C2 - Closed. Required action complete. A=r==ad with the Statto address the =nment

-
_
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 8 of 26 )
'

Commen ~ i NRC O= ament y ~;CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Commense Status

t Number - ' i

AMP 5 Attachment 8 to " Diesel Fuel Oil Aging Management Review" indicates Same as AMP 4. C3

that conosson of buned piping is to be managed by cathodic protection. [
I:o-. , the draft LRA in the preliminary information indicated that
corrosion of bened piping is also to be managed by an augmented ;

inspection. The partacapant informed the staff that their management
'

recommended augmented inspections after the AMR report was completed.
,

AMP 6 The AMRs for DFO System, MFW System, and component supports and The Staff again interpreted " elements to consider" in the NEI Gode as W !
|their respective sample applications were reviewed to assess if the required elements ofinformation in the LRA. The comment also reflects

participant's demonstratson of aging-management programs were some aspects of the fact that the DFO AMR was in the process of being ;

consistent with NEI 95-10, f 4.4.2. updated and did not yet refer to the ARDI. Also the Staff's comment ;

reflected a misunderstanding of the role of system engineer walkdawns.
The AMRs did not appear to contain an explanation of how the credited They refer to them as a new program wiuch has not been i.e!.,~d. In i'

programs manage the effects of aging consistent with two key elements fact they are already in progress and ge.ead by an existing site y,de
delineated in NEI 95-10, f 4.2.1.3. For exemple, the AMR for the MFW (PEG-7) which the Staff resiewed (Later in the conunent package they ;

system states that e: .-My control provided an environment that limits the refer to the criteria in PEG-7, saying that such ==;*-~ criteria should !.

Irate ofcorrosion fatigue. While this may be a true statement, it does not be included in the AMR/LRA.)
demonstrate how corrosion fatigue can be detected *before there is a loss of
the structure or component intended function" or how the program Action Reauired:
"contains =~~ criteria" for " timely corrective actions."

,

Complete the update of the DFO AMR Repost. (O==8-**) .

The AMR for the DFO System imphes that general corrosion and pitting I
corrosion are managed by cathodsc protection wluch minimizes corrosion The portion of this comment reinsed to additional explanations as part of i;

effects. This desenption does not explain how the proEram will manage the the demonstration will be resolved as part of the cunent initiative on level ;

cffects of aging such that the intended function (pressure boundary) will be ofdetail.
;

maintamed during the extended penod of operation (see previous MFW j
example). !

Additionally, the MFW System, DFO System, and Ca===aa~d Supports
AMRs and example applications contain an identification of aging |
management programs that are nut yet i.,.:e, d. The MFW and DEO [
systems contain age-related degradation i=~ian programs that have yet
to be 4,..,.:.id. As well, the component support commodity group relics :
on system engineer walkdowns. Therefore, these programs have not been j

adequatelyi. :ei~d such that the staffcanjudge the adequacy for !
-

managing the effects'sf aging during the penod of extended operation.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number i
C1 ria ,d No action required. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being

*

C2 - Closed. Required action complete. denanad with the Staff to address the comment
. .

. . . _ . . . . _ - . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . . -
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't Number
. CCNPP Specific Responac to NRC.Desenstration Visit rasanne=ec StatusCanunen

' * ?NRCComment
^

'

^

' w
AMP 7 The component supports commodity evaluation was sCJ, to ==ece 'Ihe AMR stated that the supports were divided up by environment (inside W

whether the grouping of conunodstnes was performed consistent with NEI vs outsule containment) and that all supports in this conimodity report
95-10, f 4.1.2. 'Ihe partscapant's component commodity evaluation states were carbon steel. 'Ihe Staff found this level ofdetail rmarerning '

that design, environment, and loading are considered with no specific environment and materials of construction to be irmarlarpmee in this case,
desenpuon of the types of environment and specific materials of the plausible aging led to the conclusion that hamehne inwpartians and
construction. The remainder of the process for establishing the component follow on walkdowns were needed to naamage aging. Therefore, much less
support commodity groups appears to meet the guidance provided in NEl effort went into binning supports into d Ferent, specific bins. Staff
95-10. cxpected to see more groups with more discussion on aging effects and

attempts tojustify that no aging effects need to be managed for certain
Details on the bounding environinennst conditions, the specific materials of support types.
construction, the rnost severe loading conditions, or the similarities of
design for each commodity group should be included. For example, the Action Recuired:
preliminary writeup for anchorage including elastomer vibration isolators
states ". general corrosion, elastomer hardening and other loading are the Portions of this comment will be resNat as part of the cunent initiative
age-related degrada: ion =nerh====== (ARDMs) considered to be plausible on level ofdetail.
for these carbon steel equipment supports" but does not provide any
dim..=;en of the elastomer materials. The discussion in Section 2 of LCM Other parts of the comment relate to the comunodity process used for
evaluation 1657 states that the two design commodity groups considered component supports. These proass questsons will be resolved during the
under the piping support category was for supports that were noted as technical review of the Component Supports submittal.
having threaded fasteners in the load path and those that did not; e.g.,
spring hangers, constant load supports, and rod hangers, and stancluons
and frames. Discussion that clanfics details as described in the two
examples should be included in the application.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment anniher.
C1 - Closed. No action required. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being
C2 - Closed. Regared action complete. discussed with the Staff to address the comment.



|
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| Response to NRC Comments (Page 10 of 26 )
{

Commen ; iNRC Conunent > . CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstrabon Visit Commenes Status
t Number

' M; ~

issues

AMP 8 The partsspent's gG for scoping and their results were revwwed to The referenced secuon of the QA Policy Manual states that "QA program C2
determine consistency with NEI 95-10, f 3.3, which states that the results controlled f--:- --- - n include the UFSAR; Operating License including the
of the scoping process should be aca a..ted using the " quality assurance Technical Specifications; Emergency Response Plan; Security Plan; QA i

program in effect at the plant." Policy; the ISFSI updated SAR and Materials License including Techmcal |
,

| Specifications; orecedures. pficm*===; and drawings." (Emphasis
| LCM-12 states that work products from the scoping procedure "are added) It also states that administrative and techmcal procedures are !

reviewed and approved in wJ.nce with established QA Review and prepared according to a " Control Fid c" and that the quality control [
Approval P. ." No QA Review and Approval Process reference was organization performs compliance reviews on the control gec~J The i

identified in this gdo. or in the cmiopm. ding scoping results. In Control PrGme for LCM gG-w is PR-I-100, wiuch has reanved
addition, EN-1-302 did not reference any QA Rc*iew and Approval QA review and approval. The fact that QA has not reviewed individual
Process. However, EN-1-303 did reference the participant's QA Policy. LCM procedures does not represent a deficiency

The participant's QA Policy, Revision 45, dated January 6,1996, was A_ction Reauired: Identify the IPAFWmm' relationship to their
reviewed. This QA policy identifies the documents that are "QA Program Control procedure more clearly by specifically referencing PR-1-100 in the
Controlled" (Secuon IB.6). This section does not list the participant's LCM Procedures. (Complete)
License Renewal Scoping Results as QA Controlled dm.misets.

The QA Policy, Revision 45, IB.6, page 24 states that the Quality
;

Assurance organization performs compliance reviews on " Directives" and ;

" Control pig-w." It does not appear that the site QA organization has '

performed any reviews of the LCM procedures or results.
*

!

t

I

:

,

,

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No acuon regared. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being
C2 - Closed. Required achon -,--- * e-1 discussed with the Staff to address the comment.

_ - _ - - - - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - .-_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 11 of 26 )

4NRC Cnmment iCCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Commensa StatusComunen
'

+ *

t Number
^ ^

'

Main Feedwater
Feed 1 The inclusen of the MFW System within the scope of LR meets the No Response Cl

selecnon entena set forth in NEI 95-10, f 3.1, the evaluaten boundanes
are consistent with the system safety related pressure boundary, no almous
onussons with respect to the hmand components selec:ed were
observed, and the structure and mmponent level intended functan(s) were

| utentdied. The participant did include the seat and dise from the MFW
| isolation valve which is ds==arri later in this trip report.

| Feed 2 'Ilie participent provided a process methodology for determining component No Response Cl
| level insendert function and the plausible aging esms meeanated with each

| component group. The identdication of aging efectsr-.iJ by the
participant appeared generally consistent with NEI 95-10, f 4.4.2.

Feed 3 The sample LRA failed to pnmde any details on the aging management The BGE LRA and AMR are consistent with the NEI Gmde requirements W
programs and the demonstration of how the aging efects will be managed for a demonstration. Howcar, the Stasclearly 6ra the Gude as
during the pened of extended operation. requiring a much more detailed demonstration in both the LRA and AMR

Report.
The MFW AMR was also lacking in sinular detail. For av==ala, the

! "Feedwater Aging MaF"Eement Review," Attachment 8, provides the Action Reauired: This mmment will be resolved as part of the cunent
rationale for :"- : - aging management alternatives. Attachment 8 initiative onlevelofdetail
indicated that C buy controlis:.liedone dy foraging
management but did not provide a description of the chemistry control
program or the basis that would demonstrate how the program will manage
the associated aging effects as required by NEI 95-10, f 4.2.1.3.

Feed 4 Based on discussion with the participent and review of documents outside No Response Cl
their LR program, the aging - .---- c programs presented / intended
appeared consistent with NEI 95-10, f 4.2.1.2.

,

The participant included the seat and disc for the isolation valve (along The BGE approach to include seat and disk of certain valves is consistent ClFeed 5

with the valve body) within the scope of LR based on an intended function with the BGE IPA Methodology since the seats and discs contribute to the*

of pressure boundary Including the seat and disc within the scope of LR in pressure retaining boundary of the system.
pressure boundary application is not inmnsistent with the guideline or the
Rule. Action Reauired: None.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action requi:-d. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being
C2 - Closed. Requued action complete. dien==ad with the Statto address the comment.

- ___- ___ - __ _ __ _ _ - ____ - ___ - _ __ -
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 12 of 26 ) |
;

CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Dessonstratica Vsit Cc====*= Status jC
-

:jNRC amment - .m ,Ca==ca ~

#y ^ ; i >~
' '

t Number P /E ' ~ ^ '- : "e &'Ny~ ' "' >

-

*lemet

Feed 6 1. Ixvel of Detad - determining the level of drasil for an application for LR Feed LRA addresses all but one of the NEl Crede (featutes to r===dar) W ;

(Issue 1) is a key otgettive for the LRDP. The particq==t's sample LRA is larinnt in bullets but not in av level of detail (The one not addressed is industry i

decad. operating expenence which is addressed genencally per the BGE t

methodology.) Staffconuneet relects that they want more A- on ;

The NEl 95-10, f 6.2.3 states that the following information on the AMR each bullet in LRA. 'Ihey also want more deemil in AMR on C -i. [
I

shouldbeincludedin the utA-
Action Reauired: This comment will be resolved as part of the current

|
A descriptson of the structures and components that are being initiative on level ofdetail.*

evalumerd !
The identification of the sy=senM structures, and components intended ;e

functions, as appropnate. ;

iThe idenhfiCatton and an meercement of the aging effects (or*

mechanisms, if appropnate), including a description of matenals of ,

construction and service environment. |

The consideration of operating expenence in order to identify ;*

applicable aging effects for the structures and components. |

The identification and desenption of aging management programs [*

mry for renewal. )
The demonstration that aging management programs, either new, ;.

existing, or enhanced will adequately manage the effects of aging such
'

that the intended functions will be snaintained consistent with the
current licensing basis (CLB) for the pened of extended operation." f

i

The current level of detail for the MFW intended by the participant does not !

contain the followinginformaaon f

An adequate description of the structures and components being.

evaluated I

An adequate idatification and mar ==nent of the aging effecte

including a description of materials of construction and service
,

environment ;,

I
{

t

!
|

t

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another tvunment number. |
C1 -Closed. No action required. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being !
C2 - Closed. Requued action 9 aer===ad with the Staff to address the comment.

,

, .
,

- , . . - ,-, . - - , . - - - - - - . . . - ~ . . , - < -+ . - - - - _ - _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - . _
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 13 of 26 )
ensinnen 7 Mr * jNRC rammenta CCNPP Specific Response to.NRC Demonstration Vasit nimmente Status-

"" " '^V'~4 M S ': Fi e ? ~ it Number ''
-

A renew of NRC generic comnumicahon operating expeneaux was not -I.

spec 6cally rwmandered for LR in order to idenufy applicable aging {
cffects for the structures and components (reference d>=r===amt below). t

An =d*=p>=ae entinention and desenpuan ofaging management ie

Programs necessary for renewal.
!

An =d==p==ar demonstration that aging namangement programs, either !*

new, existing or enhaarv=f, will # , 2, nianage the effects of aging
suca that the laneadad fuer*=an will be maintained consistent with the j
CLB for the pened ofessended operation. '

In add bon, the nevet ofdetail pre =ensad in the An=chment a to the I

"Feedwaser Asmg P - . -- Review" provides the rational for =elerting
^

aging =mmagement ahernstnes. "Ihe cheminery control program is relied !

upon extenseveh. However, no descripoon of the chemistry control
program or the basis why the program would manage the specific aging
effects is prended.

j

i

Feed 7 2. Genau: Conunmucahon -The perucipant's LR program does not 1he approach taken to industry expenence is explained in the BGE Cl I
(Issue 2) include a separate search of NRC genenc commumcanons to identify LR Methodology and response to RAls concerning the methodology .

concerns. 'Ihey carrently renew higher tier dar=ments such as Electnc {
Power Research Institute, Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, topical Achon Required: Ncne.

'

and other industry reports winch are relied ein to contain those genenc
,

commumcahons relating to aging effects and other aging effects not ,

included in NRC genenc-niemennan

It was the staffs evpareneman that apphcants would renew genenc
commumcations as well as other sources ofindustry informahon to meet
the intent of NEI 95-10, J 4.2.1.1 with respect to industry expenence.
Although NEI 95-10 does not aparinently call for a renew of genenc
conununicahons, reviewing genenc camanamie=enant is a normal approach
of examining industry expenence. Because of the lack of a specific
requirement and the apparent logical approach presented by the partacipant,
the staff will cone ==ne (throughout the demonstration program) to assess the
need for a specific genenc conunanication renew.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another conunent anmher.
C1 - Closed. No acuan regered. W- Working. Still open but rensions to LR reports are being
C2 - Closed. Required areian complete. d>=r===ad with the StafIto address the comment

k
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 14 of 26 )
(CCNPP Speedic Response . o NRC Demonstration Visit.Conuments Status [tConunen , w" W gNRCComment a "y"

~ <

.

t Number ' 4 N0 N ~
'**

Feed 8 3. GSI and Unresolved Safety issues - GSI 35, " Degradation oflaternal in addition to the fact that GSI 35 ('-F ' ^- ofinternal e C1
-

(Issue 3) Arr -- m in LWRs " was not included within the scope of the LR in the NSR portions of the feed system c=amar d==nge to the SR portions) i

because it is a " low pnonty" issue under the NRC GSI program. The staff is a low pnonty issue, it is important to note that BGE did not revietr the
will further assess this GSI and the low priority GSIs in general to aging in queshon because the IPA process described in the Rule and in .

deternuse their ====dershon with respect to LR. BGE's methodology did not include a . , ^ to review such an issue. |
BGE followed the scopmg process as described in the Rule. We included ,

SR structures and components (SCs), SCs that could fail and prevent SR |

functions and SCs that are relied upon for the regnimard events. In ,

implementing the second critenon, the SOC states that " Consideration of ;

hypotheucal failures that could result froen system interdependencies that !

are not a part of the CLB and that have not been previously _ ; - ----) is t

not required." (SOC @ 22467) *Ihis is an example of a "hypothehcal |
failure" which is not part of our CLB (e.g. not controlled by Q List) and i

therefore should not be included in the scope of LR. Therefore an f
additional reason why aging ofinternal appurtenances in the NSR portion
of the Feed System was not addressed is that these SSCs art not in the
scope of LR. (

FAction Reevired: None.
RMS (

RMS1 ~1he Area and Process Radnauon Monitormg System meets the selection No Response Cl !
criteria set forth in NEl 95-10 for inclusion in LP the evaluahon |
boundanes are consistent with the system safety related pressure
bot.ndanes; no almous onussions with respect to the selected structures and ;

components were observed; and the structure and component level intended>

i;funcuen(s) were identified. The partscipant did include the seats and discs
for the system antainment isolation valves. |

RMS2 The participant provided a detailed process methodology for determining No Response Cl i
the plausible aging effects based on first identifying all potential aging i

effects and evaluahng them for each component group. i

'
,

h

!

i

!
!

[

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number. |
C1 - Closed. No action reqmred. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being i

C2 - Closed. Required action P dier-mart with the Staff to address the comnient. .

j. .

___ . - .
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!ensnmen ;,

t Number
~ ~ ^ M^Q "?s@NRCCasamentW ",' > ', r*. .

~ CCNPP Speedic Response to NRC Demonstration Visit nanmenen Status ;
s,

. .
~ s '

' *'
- '< J- ~

i~ - <

RMS3 The identifirmenan of aging efliects J by the parteipant appeared The RMS AMR Report was in the process of being apaus,.s to refer to the C2 |
generally en==n*=r with NEI 95-10, f 4.4.2. However, the aging ARDI that theLRA refened to.
management program did not appear to ar~m the -ry -gemen

,

of the aging effects for the structure and% a.t intended function (s) Acten Reauired: CPa the update of the AMR report. (C-a8-*d).
,

and the ===ne==a,=8 design condataans. i

i

The basis for demnaserating that the aging efferee will be adequately
|

,

| nie=*revi during the pened ofextended operation relied on existing ;

surveillance and inspection prograins. The parteipset nic*liadalogy for ;

managing aging etrects for the Radiseman Monitonag System components "

, involves taking credit for existing surveillance and inspection programs
|

vhich involve penods pressure testing and/or leakage detection. '

'Ibe existing pressure testag and/or leakage deerreian programs would not
appear to prende assurana that components would continue to meet the

(CLB loading conditions since they involve only pressure landiar The
,

concern is that affected components could -- ", degrade and be
.

unable to sustain CLB loads, yet continue to meet the existing periode j
;

pressure testing and leakage detectson criteria. NEI 95-10, f 4.2.1.3 and '

f 4.2.3.2, states that the aging management =hanid be in accordamm with i

the CLB. This is not conciesent with the rWi=a

Toward the end of the site visit review, the partcapant LCM /LR personnel i
intiated some changes to address this concern. These changes were not '

fully i:vi,,,,.4 and therefore could not be reviewed by the staff. [
t

!

Component Supports I
CS 1 The evaluatnon of component supports passive classification appears to be No Response Cl |

!

in accordanz with An===di- B of the NEI emi=a Theintended !
funcuan evaluation and desenption follow the gnidmare prended in NEI I

95-10, f 3.2. The guideline ===ei&mily discusses sinactural supports and ;
the partenpant's evaluation is consassent with NEI 95-10.

,

.

;

'O -Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being
C2 - Closed. Required actnon P d==en== awl with the Staff to address the comment.
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-

Commen 4 NRC.C==-t < CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Commente Statusx

t Number kn * t ' + .

CS2 The participant's evaluaten a
_ that additional programs for certain Program is yet to be developed. W '

comunodity groups and/or specific component supports within a = =+s;ty !

group may be mare ===y for both the baselining activity and for aging Action Reauired:
management of those co-- -sity groups subpect to an aging
mechanism /effect. These new programs although included in the LCM The comment concerning level of detail to be included in the LRA for a
evaluation, the application matenal did not contain the level of detail new program will be resolved as part of the current istnative on level of
nare==ary for the staff to perform an adequate review. The participant detail. 3'
informed the staff that these programs were currently under development
and acceptance criteria were yet to be determined. The details of the additional baseline inspections will be h'@ !

! icAgrArit of this initiative. !

| CS3 The evaluation includes a d>=r====on ofindustry expenence, and specific No Response Cl '

plant expenence in determining applicabic aging effects.

j CS 4 1. The Sensnuc Verificatnon Propect (SVP) at Calvert Cliffs and the The correct level of detail tojustify the SQUG Program's role in aging W
(Issue 1) NRC approved Genenc Implementation Procedure (GIP) use the Seismic management of component supports will be resolved as part of the level of !,

Qualification Utility Group (SQUG) methodology which delineates detailinitiative. [
= crepe =ar* criteria used to evaluate the as-found conditions of component
supports. The SVP writeup in the prehminary information did not include The second part of this comment addresses the PEG-7 walkdawns. It says ;

a darimian and " level of detail" of the program elements and ==*=== both the LRA and AMR lack suHicient detail on system exigineer i

criteria as was shown in the writeup for the ASME Code Section XI ISI walkdowns but that PEG-7 itself has the right level ofdetail. BGE's
progran desenption, Table 5-2 of LCM evaluation 1657, wiuch the staff position was that existing programs require much lessjustificataan. Staff I
feels would be an @ level of detail necessary for making a finding. . wants more of the details of the existing programs in the LR !

conespondence. This will be resolved as part of the level of detail |
The level of detail question can also be asked of the system engineer initiative. I

walkdown. PEG-7, Attachment D, contains guidelines for performing an
[

evaluation of supports. This attschment contains ==*==* criteria. Action Reauired: This comment will be resolved as part of the current '

initiative on level ofdetail.
>'
,

I
i ,

!

:
,

,

!
'

|
,

!

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment nunaber.
C1 - Closed. No action required. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being ,

C2 - Closed. Required action >-- rr discussed with the Staff to address the comment.
'

. .

__
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Comnwn +
s iNRC Comunent CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit s'amnwne= Status,

t Number ' ? ^'

CS5 2. Additional desenpuon andjustification of why visual inspecuon The Staff expects more correlation between the aging effect and the aging W
(Issue 2) during system walkdown or SVP walkdown is adequate to acce<</ determine management = 5 --:+ chosen. Conunent =rema to apply to both AMR

integrity ofcomponent support is needed The SVP followed the GIP which and LRA. The AMR and LRA do canemn Aarn==na= on the fact that the
the NRC has approved. However, additional discussion should be pnmded tW --:e chosen are capable ofdaa~+i=g the symptoms of the plausible
to explain how visual inspartians will address the aging effect for the aging effects. The Staff's conumene indicates that they did not locate this

; structure and component in**nded funcuen(s) during the penod of extended discussion in the AMR Report or that nuore detail is needed
OPeranon.

Achon Reauired: This comment will be resolved as part of the current
iThe . " 3 nformation in many cases concluded that the SVP initiative on level ofdetail.r

is sidfinene to provide a haechne actmty that identdies all the aging effects
or the insegnty of the apphcable component support integrity. Page 7.6-7
of the .-' - - - y informauon risees that " .the SVP inspecuans would; r

j discover any plausible aging effects. " for those supports within that
conunodity grouping, yet thejustificanon for this conclusion does not
contain the level of detail arre=cary to demonstrete that the effects of aging
willbe "-:; ^ ', managed. LCM cvaluation 1657 does not contain a level
of detail =are===ry to dennanserate that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed

CS 6 3. Addithnal guadance snay be = reded in NEI 95-10 that explains why, The NEI Gunde section referred to in this commune covers tampar*naar for C3

(Issue 3) in some circumstances, the sampling proposed for baselining is an LR (i.e. ARDis). "Ihe NEI Gede does not exphcstly discuss credsung
acceptable apspisch for determining the aging effect, and is not apphcable existing inspecuans as ARDis (wiuch is really what BGE did for
or is adequately addressed by current programs. NEI 95-10, { 4.3, component supports).
i.1--aifies more desenption elen=nte than what is pnmded in the

" 'particip==e's .- - - infonnanon and LCM evaluauon 1657. *Ihe Second part of this comment resterates their concern that more speedics arer y

g prelinunary infonnahon page 7.6-13 baseline activities for heating, not yet t .M about the addienonal haeehne walkdowns to cover
ventilanon, and air conditioning Rod Hanger Trapeze Supports Inside supports not covered by SQUG or ISI.
Cansainnwar notes the performaare of sampling baseline walkdowns yet
there is no Aemicanan of the sampling criteria. Action Required: See response to comnene CS 2.

The participant's ==thadalary r 95 -M the need for developing
specific elements, however, it should be noted that additional discussion is
needed in the application writeup.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracks d under another comment numher.
C1 - Closed. No action regered. W- Working. Still opa but revisions to IA reports are being
C2 - Closed. Reqmred acuan +-- ; 'r^: discussed with the Staff to address the comment.

_ --_ _ _ _ -
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 18 of 26 )
.

I

Commen ; ENRC Comment 5 - CCNPP Specific Response to.NRC Demonstration Visit Commente Status i
'

^ a"t Number *
,

CS7 4. Insended functions of nonsafety systems, .Gus-% and w..r,r~.h The term " safety related as defined in the CCNPP Q List" was the cause C2
i (Issue 4) that affect safety related systems, structures and components are included in for this confusion. This term refers to safety related as well as SCs whose '

y information, yet are miumg from LCM Evaluation 1657. This faihire could prevent SR functions. 'Iherefore, the term includes both'

r-
apparent inconsistency was addressed in darnasons with the participant critenon (1) and 12) from $54.4 and the evaluation did not omit one of the

~

;-

'
whereby it was =ameed in LCM cvaluatnon 1657, that nonsafety related criteria.
equipment, which can affect safety related : W. was not onutted from |-

the scoping process but was incorporated through other documentation. The Action Reauired: Modify the Commodity AMR report to clanfy this point. i

participant referenad plant specific analyses that were used for scoping the (Completed) !
aforementioned nonsafety reameed equipment. Notwithstanding this L

observation, the preliminary information does clearly state the three i3

categones regiared to be evaluated by NEl 95-10, 6 3.1.
,

fCS8 5. LCM evalualson 1657, Page I states that there are 21 component in the AMR there are 21 support types. However,it was determined C2

(Issue 5) support types, the preliminary information states there are only 20. LCM during the evaluation comment pened that there are no supports installed i

evaluation 1657 concludes that there are no Category E-1-B, " Equipment at CCNPP for one of the types. Therefore, the LRA referred to only 20 ;
with Elastomer Isolators inside Containment Components," therefore the types. ;

preliminary information only addresses 20 component support commodity :

groups and not 21 as originally described. 'Ihis is an example where the Action T(eauired: Modify the Commodity AMR report to clanfy this point. !

LCM cvaluation 1657 needs to be updated or made consistent with the (Comp'eted) i

preliminary information. :
!

CS 9 6. The LCM evaluation 1657 describes support (clips) for tubing (e.g., The AMR report was written under the old inethodology and referred to C2 i

(Issue 6) air lines) as not within the scope lecause they are not long-lived; i.e., they instrument tubing clips as short-lived because they are replaced on
are replaced penodacally. Page 4-3 describes i@oss.t only when the . condition. This was documented in a TPR prior to the pilot visit and not i

support " clip" breaks aAct being discovered during walkdawn ia==~+ian. discovered during the visit as suggested by the nunment [
This evaluation does not meet the intent of NEI 95-10 which states that j

short-lived items must be categonzed h==ed on sq': - ----- ; requirements. Action Reauired: Modify the Commodity AMR report to clanfy this point. !
The partacipant idi-, :dgM that this is an apparent omission in the (Completed) {
evaluation and that support " clips" will be described and evaluated in j
greater detail in another commodity evaluation report. i

l i
1 i

!

!

!
!

!
,

O - Open C3 rin=,d Tracked under another comment number.

|!; C1 - Closed. No action required. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being
| C2 - Closed. Required action ---- . ' --: discussed with the Staff to address the comment. '

! . .

- -
__
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 19 of 26 )

Conunen '

MNRC Conunent 3 | CCNPP Specific R:sponse.to NRC Demamtration Visit rammenk Status,

t Number -- c,
<

CS 10 7. The partiespant's aging effect WMcd as "Other" (abuse, Consuleration of abuse and imparte wiuch arreterate aging eremed to be O
(Issue 7) impacts, acculents) has not been ===e==ad by the staff for inclusion within appropnate for component supports since failures of supports fmm this

the scope of LR. The kinds ofinitimanrs included in this aging effect type cause are known to occur. It is also =amether exphcitly laaked for by
can accelerate or lead to premature failure due to induced degradation but SQUG inspectors, ISI inspectors and system engineer walkdawns.

~

may not meet the intent of NEI 95-10 as an aging effect. EPRI report However, this ARDM is never the only ARDM plausible for a support type
1R-100844 states that "the root cause oferror-induced aging degradahon and the inspection techmques would not change based on this ARDM
and failure is not aging, but human error." being plausible or not. Therefore, it could be deleted without changing the

technical results.

Action Reauired: Discuss this issue with the Staff fisrther during their
review of the technical content of the CS Report.

Fuel Handling
FH 1 Raced on a limited review the reviewer made the observations discussed AMR summary lacks the demonstration that effects of aging are managed. Cl

below The pretinuinary information prended by the participant is a Summary tabic (not LRA) was provided for this AMR in the pre-visit
summary of the aging management review only and does not contain the submittal.
level of detail that would be contained in an application. 'Ihe preliminary
information appears to contain the tiereuary elements desenbed in the Action Reauired: None.
guideline with the -vian of the demonstration that the aging effects
would be adequately managed for the pened ofextended operation. In
addition the following observation was made of the material reviewed j

FH 2 Attachments 7 and 8 of the LCM taken fmm the IPA, do not have a lhese are existing programs required for heavy load handling equipment. W |

(Issue) sufficient description of the programs nar==ry for making a finding on - The only plausible aging nicchan== was general corrosion of external :
whether the program will " , ^ ?, manage the effects of aging. The IPA surfaces including ar--- cntena, etc did not appear to be needed |
and the prelinunary information state only the program number and in i
some cases a brief statement of what kind ofinspection is intended (i.e., Action Reauired: This conuneet will be resolved as part of the current
visual inspection). NEI 95-10, f 6.2.3, states that the IPA (the attachment initiative on level ofdetail.
contained i'i the LCM) should prende an identification and description of
the aging management programs arre=cary for license renewal. For
--- ' . the infonnation provided does not appear to contain =---

,

criteria or a descnption of the corrective measures to be taken if =~*a*== j
criteria are not snet and a description of followup actions to ensure the

i

conective actions were ad~--'- |

|

0 - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another ra==ent number.
C1 - Closed. No action regiared. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being
C2 - Closed. Regared action complete. d==r==ad with the Staff to address the commenr.

L

_ - . . _ .- --___.s_ - - .--- . . _ _ - _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ - _ - - _ _ _ - . - _ . - - - _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ . . . - . - - _ . - - _ -_- -_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ - - . _ . _ _ .
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 20 of 26 )
CCNPP Specific Response _ to NRC.D amaeration Visit Canments Statusj ,.y . ;te ' MNRCComuneet . - 1senamen m. '

*4NFN ^ ' F# 1 4 ~ * ' - WM'' '

't Nanber WNA ^ ' * ' >

RVI
CIRVI 1 Reactor' Vessel Internals meet the guidance in NEI 95-10 for inclusion in No Reena-ce

~

iIA The evalanhan boundary was idennfial and documented. Scoping at
the structure and component level was not perfonned because the |
partscapant indensat that all reactor vessel internal components contribute
to the ineendat function. The only a-=*ian is the thimble tubes which are
screened out because the y-th.;p deternune that they do not perfonn a
safety-related intended function.

,

)

,

RVI 2 The reactor vessel internals AMR process meets the guidance in NEI 95-10. No Response C1
'

,

!Aging effects were maec=I to identify " plausible" aging effects. The aging
effect meermanenk are documented in the "Mainx Code" table, of the !

!
Reactor VesselInternals Aging Management Review, Attachment 3. Plant

'

programs were reviewed to assess specific elements in the reactor vessel
,
' internals plant psogram, for e-== de. ASME Section XI examination ,

program was given credit for aging ====aamear The rationale for r

selecting the specific aging management program to manage aging effects ,

is docun=ded in the "DcE*----- =2 of Aging Management Alternatives" in t

Attachment g.
!.

Structures

The participant's" Containment System Aging Man:du-- r: Review No Response Cl '

Struc 1 *

(Cont Report" pnmded information regarding identification of aging effects. !

Sys) Specifically,it contains a table of plausible and non-plausible ARDMs. The
'

NEI industry reports on y imi water reactor Containment Structure is .

used extensively as the basis for such determination.

+

,

3

f

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number
C1 - Closed. No action required. W Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being |

C2 - Closed. Required action --- ; * " discussed with the Staff to address the comment. i-

-

. .

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______._.__________________._____m___m___.________ _ _____- __,-
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 21 of 26 )

T"'""*" mesR5 WK M.S!iNRCrnminnent. g g , CCNPP Specific Response _ to NRC neunanermaina visit h Status',

AW '8 h hW** - + ^ "t Number
'' " M @ ^ +

'

Struc 2 * Aging unanagenient ymgrams, on the other hand, lack specificity as The Cantmannient System AMR did not credit brtian XI as an aging C2 ;

(Coat reqmred by the NEI gindehne For~% it references subscasonsIWE nianagesment program. Therefore, there was no need to cite the edition of '

Sys) and IWL of ASME Serena= XI without citing a specific edition. It the code.
'

referenas Type A testing of Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50 without a
denna=* ration as to what and how the aging effects on the contamment De reference to LCM-16 in the 'unimenen is not clear. De t'anemininene .

!system may be nennered by the Appendix A, Type A testing. Further, the System AMR Report says that no components were eliminnend froni the
report references an on-site procedure, LCM-16, which contains AMR because of the pre-evaluation steps (repI=rensene programs or !

infonnation innaneneent with the gedance provided by NEI 95-10, Section isolable portions of systems). Even though the terminology is outdated, the
4.0. For example, it cites only system intended functions ard isolability techmcal results are valid.
deternunation (AKA, failure toicrance deternunation) as the criteria for
aging inanageniens his report needs to be upd=*ed to incorporate the - Action Recuired Update the AMR to clanfy this point. (Completed)
latest gindmare provided by NEI 95-10.

Struc 3 As for the draft LRA, it provules a list of structural components LRA does notjustify non-plausible aging nicchan=na W*

(Cont requiring AMR and a list ofplausible ARDMs, all without desenpuon and
Sys) Justification. De LRA references Section 2.0 of the IPA methodology for The earned part of this conunents reflects the Stait's confusion wluch

its age-related ic- +4 = inaperemon program. However, there is no such resulted from the LRA ,1..-g to Ldian 2 of the LRA wluch is actually
ia=pareiaa iwd. in Section 2.0 of the IPA methodology. the methodology in total. Bey instead laalred at Section 2 of the

methodology looking for a desenption of ARDis and found none.

Action Reauired:

The first part of this mmment wih he resdved ins part of the current
amtiative on level ofdetail.

For the semnd part of the comment, we need to ensure that the Staffis
familiar with the entire LRA table of consents and the #= ", between

; each section submitted and the whole LRA.
Struc 4 * Both the Contamment System Aging F 1 --- --t Review Report and None W
(Cont the LRA provide a limited desenption regarding aging ==- s- - =^
Sys) programs. Action Reauired: This comment will be resolved as part of the current

initiative on level ofdetail.

.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Trmr**d under another meanient number.
C1 - Closed. No action required. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being
C2 - Closed. Required action complete. diaminead with the Staff to address the connairne

- _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 22 of 26 )

C anmea * a: g / g j NRC Camment 4 >Ji- 1 CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demanarration Visit enmmente Status
j p, -, x% . y,, , ,y , ys s- g xx , , ,

'Ihe partscapant's "raneminment Structure Aging IW- --ent Review Need more details on new programs. LRA contains attributes of an WStruc 5 e

(Class 1 Report" and the Intake Structure, Turbine Building, Fuel Oil Storage Tank effective program only. The %Q detads have not yet been C.M >

Struc) and randen==se Storage Tank Enclosure AMR Programs provide for ARDis on structures. I

descnptions of the bases for inclusion or exclusion ofcertain ARDMs. f
New, madafied,. or existing pmgram activities are ==mmarized in a Action Regared. [
reman =hle detad. However, there is no demonstration that a program (s) i

containing the identified attributes has been or will be established to The comment concerning level of detail to be included in the LRA for a j

manage the aging effects. new pmgram will be resolved as part of the current initiative on level of
de: ail.

f
The detads of the ssosural ARDis will be developed independear of this j
imtsative.

While the reports provide a w-,,. Adve list of the structures and De discussion is amsistent with the gmdmare provided in the NEl Guide. W [Struc 6 *

(Class I ca==r aa=*=. and their intended functions as well asjustification for It addresses each of the bullets in Section 6 with the avre=*iasi of how [
Struc) exclusion or inclusion ofcetain ARDMs, the LRA has only limited industry operating expenence is incorporated. (Industry operating

'

description andjustification for the information presented. It is largely expenence is incorporated ge wically per the BGE methodology). The f
inconsistent with the g*~ provided in NEl 95-10, f 6.2. LRA does not contain sufficient detail on each of the bullets to meet the |

Staff sexpectations. f
t
t

Action Reauired: This comment will be resolved as part of the current j
initiative on level ofdetail. }

Struc 7 Both the reports and the LRA do not contain information required by the BGE approach to reviewing generic wum---k - e is described in the C3 [
(Class 1 NEI Guideline to demonstrate that aging effects are adequately managed BGE IPA methodology and the response to Staff PJLIs on the methodology. !

Struc) and that component intended function are properly maintained. Neither the This approach is consistent with the NEI Gmde requirements. Also see [
reports nor the LRA contains any information regarding age-related response to Struc 6. ;
operating expenence or NRC genenc communications pertinent to the |
containment structure or other Class I Structures. For e--aI* the ;

,

Information Notace on Farley Nuclear Power Plant tendon anchor head ;

failure and NUREG 1522 on structural degradation were not discussed.

i
Struc 8 1. Level ofdetail on aging management programs in LRA and AMRs Level ofdetail issue restated. See response to Struc 6. C3 |

(Issues 1) is not consistent with NEI 95-10, f 6.2. [

Struc 9 2. Aging management iapian= in inwreuible areas is not New programs not fully C.cW See response to struc 5. C3-

(Issue 2) addressed orjustified.

I
O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number. |
C1 - Closed. No action required. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being |
C2 - Closed. Required action -- A- discussed with the Staff to address the comment.-

;
. .

3
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 23 of 26 ) (
t'nsamen

't Nanber ' * ' '
EFT ?NRC Connnent ^ W m" CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration. Visit Channenk Status !p- -

'
,

-
' ^ +

Struc 10 3. The AMRs need to be updated to incorporate the Inice guidance Updates in progress at time ofvisit. C2 ;
(Issue 3) provided by the NEl 95-10, Section 4.0.

Action Remuned. Complete updates of Structures AMR reports. ;
(ca-=i i). ;

Struc 11 4. The IPA methodology, h*an 2.0, does not contain age-related Staff ====nnterstood reference to Serenn 2 ofIRA. See response to C3 [
(Issue 4) ---- -= inspartan program =hanant not be referenced for such purpose. comunent Struc 3.

" "*

Struc 12 5. Imet of Detad regenhag post-tensioning tendon system inspection imel of detail restated again but this tisme for a specafic ansnranene This W
(Issue 5) is not enmanearne with NEl 95-10. is an existing program and the level of detail was beheved to be

appropriate.

Action Reauued: His comment will be resolved as part of the current !
imtsative on level ofdetail. {

Struc 13 6. There is insufficient infor==enan regarding aging management in See response to comment G7. C3 |
(Issue 6) the FSAR E ," =--^ !

-

t

!Struc 14 Structural =calmnen ineets the selection criteria set forth in NEl 95-10 No Response Cl j
(Sealants for inclamon in LR and the structure and component level intended

) fimr*ans were w.dy identified. I
.;

Struc 15 la general, the participant presenearl informatian at an appropriate No Response Cl f
(Senlants level c.f detail with respect to the aging management program process

) relating to structural me=Innen The aging management program appears
i

consissent with the gn=nimar* of the gedeline. Aging effects and related |

agiugn==n=s-mene programs were idemified. The aging management
program includes condition monitoring at a Ley anadene with '

industry practices for = " =.g fire barner structural scalants '

Consanables '

Cons 1 The participane provided some discunnon regarding their general No Response C1
-

fmethodology relating to 9-- "

i.e., acals, paciong, gaskets, O' rings, '

and filters. The participant includes all safety reintes' equipment including
their -=sent comann=hle= on the Q-list which are considered within the '
scope of LR denng the initial scoping. The pasticipaint, in general, does not
conader consumables within the scope of LR beyond the initial scoping
step har===a the participant determinerl them to be ".short-lived " I

!

O - Open C3 flamani Tracked under another comunent number.
C1 - Closed. No action required. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being
C2 - Closed. Requued ar*an aunplete. nhar== art with the Staff to address the enannent

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ ___- .______ - - __ __ - - _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 24 of 26 )
Commen - , : NRC Conunentf
t Number W ^

i CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstrauon Visit Comments Status. , , , s

'ILAAs
TLAA1 Containment tendon prestress was identified as an TLAA and meets No Response C1
(tendons) the selocuan criteria set forth in NEI 95-10 f 5.1.

TLAA 2 The documentauon isr- - - i in a format consistent with NEI 95- No Response C1
(tendons) 10, f 5.1.4, for deferring the TLAA evaluauon.

TLAA3 1. Corrective Acuons - NEI 95-10, f 5.1.4, indicates that if a TLAA The NEI Guide requires discussion of shernauve accons which could be C2,

('ILAA evalumuon is to be deferred, corrective accons, as well as methodology,
_

employed if future analysis does not show emendar*=y results. 'Ihe Staff,

| Issue 1) criteria, and =es='+. are to be diariseervi The draft exampleindicates that wants to know that there are techniently feasible ahernatives to the
! technscal specificahon (TS) surveillance will continue and the existing referenced calculabon. If so, they are snore likely to approve the LRA with

prestress-loss curve will be extended as corrective actions. However, the TS the deferral of the 1LAA until scene future date. The fact that Tech Specs
surveillnace and extending the curve are not conective actiors. Correcuve will not allow the plant to operate does not provide this assuranz. This
acuans should be feasible opuons that ensure the ==g-w criteria would will be incorporated into our TLAA work.
be met. For -d. retensioning the tendon to meet Regulatory Guide
1.35," Inservice laWiaa of Underground Tendons in Prestressed Action Reauired: Incorporate this eva~*=*ian into the TLAA work.
Concrete Containments " Rev. 2 or tendon replacement are potential (Completed)
correchve achons.

1LAA4 2. Methodology - the draft example merely indicates under Referred to the governing reg guide as the method of recalculation. Staff O
(TLAA " Methodology" that the prestress-loss curve will be extended. No wants more detail. This c- s..ily is not included under the level of detail
Issue 2) methodology was described as discussed in NEI 95-10, f5.1.4. initiative explicitly, but it may be able to be resolved in house aAer the

appropriate LRA and AMR level of detail is determined.

Action Reauired: Apply lessons learned from current level of detail
initiative to1LAA documentation.

TLAA 5 Reactor vessel rm kod thermal shock (10 CFR 50.61) upper shelf No Response. C1e

(Vessel) ermrgy (Appendix G to 10 CI'R Past 50) and surveillance program
(Appendix H to 10 CFR Part 50) were identified as 'llAAs. This meets the
selecuan criteria set forth in NEI 95-10, f 5.1.

TLAA 6 e In accordance with selecuan criteria set forth in NEI 95-10, On reconsideration, it night not be appropnate to call the P-T curves a C1
(Vessel) participant also identified ther d to. .r .i-o limits as a TLAA. TLAA. They are merely one of the plant darinne=ts which needs to be.

Thisis because the participant has r- Ji-. .r. ature limits in the TS updated based on the neutron embrittlement TLAA. Documentation will.

intended to cover the duration of the current license term. be adjusted accordingly.

Action Required: None.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No achon required. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being

-

C2 - Closed. Requued acuon complete. discussed with the Staff to address the comment.
. .
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Response to NRC Comments (Page 25 of 26 ) i
i ;
j Ce=nanea ,'. %NRC r,===rm - -

'

*
i

'
< (CCNPP Specific Pe=pa==e to NRC h Visit en==nense Status !t Number s * W

TLAA 7 *4

Pressurued thermal d-;1, upper shelf energy, and The confusion ssenuned front presenting the vessel eminieriesment TLAA in Cl
pressure / temperature limits are examples of neutron embrittlement the format for a TLAA that is to be deferred since this TLAA will not be
sh====.d in "NEI Pilot Dennonstrating, TLAA." The '--- - r-R+ is deferred. A separate format has br.: developed aner the visit.

,

L

pre =e=# cut in a format consistent with NEI 95-10, f 5.1.4, for deferring the
!TLAA evaluation. Action Reamred None. !,

fTLAA8 1. C,1.. g in "ILAA evaluations - NEI 95-10, f 5.I.4, iruhratec that, Format for presenting vessel TLAA was not chosen to imply that we O(Issue 1) in general, TLAAs should be completed and subnuned at the time of LRA. would defer TLAAs normally and only r. case =n=ne as an envvye=== It was
;

However, the draR examp!cs give the impresson that TLAA evaluataosts
chamen her===e we I.ad no other convement format for TLAA results.

i

;are to be defeirred in general her===e the ev=== pace were formatted to
,

}provule the information in accordance with NEI 95-10 for defernag the We still have a maceptual differcom with the staffon when TLAAs need
!, TLAA evaluatson. For example, even though the partscapant has an to be re-analyzed.
|| approved presserued thermal shock analysis for 60 years, the draR exampic
!j presents the information for pressurued thermal shock in a format

Action Recuired: Conduct further sh=====a= with the Staffon which !''
consisterd with deferring the TLAA evaluahon. TLAAs need to be re-evaluated prior to LRA subauttal.

; TLAA 9 2. Co..A Actions - Similar to the discussion with the containment - See response to comment TLAA 3. C3
'

(Issue 2) tendon TLAA, the statement that, "Techmcal Specification restnction will
prohibit the startup Unit 2 without valid ,,.Adiemperature limits" is not
appropnate under " corrective acuens " i

'

i

FSAR * --)- = -
!j FSAR 1 The draR supplement was not dated. The level of detail was not More detail desirai. See response to comunene G7. C3

; consistent with NEI 95-10, f 6.3. ;
'

i,

FSAR 2 Level of Detail - deternumag the level of detail for an applicahon for Staff's --- - ---- for level ofdetail of FSAR Supplement may exceed C3license renewal is a key clyechve of the LRDP. The draR FSAR level of detail in current FSAR. See response to n=====* G7. i

;;
'

Supplement examples do not <=e=== a ==fficieme level of detail to provide
continuing regulatory assurance of arma== to be taken under 10 CFR 54.29, |

and 54.37. For example, under the heading " Reactor Coolant Water
Chemisby Control," there is no specific desenphon of what the chemisby

; control program is or what component and aging effects are being - '
y

i unanaged. Sinular concerns exist under "Inservia Inspections (ASME i
1

XI)." Based on the stafI's review of the example FSAR updates and NEI
95-10, ! 6.3, additional guidance is nerviert for the Updated FSAR LR
Suppirant. I

'

i

O - Open
C3 - Closed. Tracked under another cosannent number

C1 - Closed. No ac: ion regiured. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being
'

; C2 - Closed. Required schon complete. discussed with the Staff to address the ranumem
,

* l



| . Response to NRC Comments (Page 26 of 26 )

Summary

i s6 otal--e==
'

|
Closed. No action required (Cl). -39 .

' Closed. Required achos complete (C2). - 11
Closed. Trocked under manther en==ew aanber (C3). - 12
Open (O)-6
Working. Still open but reymons to LR reports are being discussed with the Staff to address the comment (W) - 18

i
|

J

.

4

O -Open C3 - Closed. Trmeked under another comment number.
C1 - Ciceed. No action requad. W- Working. Still open but revisions to LR reports are being
C2 - Closed. Requires accon complete. d=M with the Staff to address the comment

. s
.

- -- - -
- . , - , ,
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The Technical Report contains two main sections: Scoping and Aging Management. Contents of each
are provided below.

I. Scoping

A. System / Structure / Component description

Provide a general description of the system's purpose, major equipment, boundaries.e
|

If this is a non system LRA, then a discussion of the commodity grouping should be
]

*

! provided with reference to or incorporation of details from the methodology. I

The information provided herein should be of suf11cient detail to allow a reader whoe

is unfamiliar with CCNPP specifics to gain an understanding of the system.

B. Scoped SCs and functions

Briefly discuss that the system scope was narrowed by the LR rule scoping criteriae

to SCs within scope and further narrowed to the SCs that require an aging
management review (AMR) by reviewing the SC passive functions.
A listing or table should detail which SCs (or SCs groups) are in scope and which*

require AMR.
Detail here can be limited by referencing the methodology scoping sections.; e

Sufficient information should be provided such that a reader who is unfamiliar with*

CCNPP specifics can gain an appreciation for what is in scope and why. Important
here is the relation of the SC to the function that caused the SC to require an AMR.
In later LRA paragraphs this becomes the function that the aging managing program; e

; must preserve.
Any unique grouping, based on what makes sense, for the LRA writing should be*

included here.'

:
,

II. Aging Management'

Include a table indicating all Age-Related-Degradation-Mechanisms (ARDMs) considered3

(potential ARDMs) and those detennined to result in plausible aging effects. For each>

c omponent type (or group of similar component types) subject to AMR, provide the following4

ocmonstration:

'

A. SC materials and environment

Provide details of the SC materials of construction that are pertinent to the plausible*

aging issues / passive intended functions.
Provide a description of the envirenment to which the SC is subjected in all service*

modes, intemal and external, and identify the pertinent environmental parameters

Page1of5
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related to the aging effects decisions (i.e., plausible and non-plausible
determinations).

B. Plausible aging mechanisms

Describe the aging issues that were considered, including:

plausible ARDMse

non-plausible ARDMs (as determined to be required based on " visibility" ofissue)e

Generic Safety Issue (GSI, Unresolved Safety Issue (GSI) related aging issues?e
I

l

Include in the discussion the basis for plausibility /non-plausibility determinations and the
resultant aging effects of plausible ARDMs. References to source material should be
made, as appropriate.

C. ARDM effects on SC functions

For instance, for piping these are things like cracks in piping, loss of material, losse

of mechanical closure integrity of bolted connections.
Describe how the specific ARDM affects the specific SC. How does the mechanism*

,

( progress? How does it reveal itself? What does it look like?

| How/to what extent is the passive intended function affected?e

For each SC groun/effect combination. do D.. E.. and F. below.

D. Methods * to manage the ARDMs/ effects of the ARDMs

Mitigation of the ARDM(s)

M
1. Include methods discussed in the Aging Management Review to mitigate the onset

and/or propagation of degradatio po#1hc ,n/e,,de/ iwicG es auWaUtd

. a 1. "la ...y :::f gefer back to th(e characteristics of the applicable ARDM(s) when
describing these methods.

. b. ghat conditions would be maintained? These could be controlled conditionsl.
(coatings / painting, ph ofinternal fluid, etc.) or design conditions that go beyond
basic design (like oil-impregnated sand under a fuel oil tank, for instance).

. C. tuscuss acceptece, Cr 'fe< ic -fo ease f d'<l3 correefwe acAion .
Discovery of the effect(s) of the ARDM(s)

l e,r=#
' l. Include methods discussed in the Aging Management Review to discover the onset

and/or propagation of degradation, such as inspecting, monitoring, testing, etc.
1. (Mer bc.tk to A chc.rcicier sucs of A a.ppUcdit A R h m m wie .*scr i b.h ', he ''d''.

* Section 6.3 of the CCNPP IPA Methodology," Methods to Manage the Effects of Aging," has some guidance.

| Page 2 of 5
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#g,w,, Ad .wd.4 >s mdi he esombe.UZm&f , ,m
These methods must detect the aging effect over a time period in whichii:: :ik:,d"'"'*

, ,.

.A2
,

that detection will occur
3. 'A" : f xx.j ;.::;.i prior to the loss of thegunctiorp,,4r 046 As.yi .#,ur;ce;|d k a -s i;:cah.;;;;;-i6 *b= di~crer/

- % Aa9 &pjd ,

* c. b s:vs; acu.pwce :n+er.e % cesa. % % w r& x W ';Q' {fj''(",,|,f,ft-,
E. Identification and description of aging management programs (AMPS) r u m + usu,+ *

cour n e sc w wI'M
ya *\ r N <h r 9 $4 ,y ,* ,!

Mitigation of the ARDM(s).

Provide information on existing plant program (s) which have the SC group withine

their scope, and which provide mitigation for the SC group /ARDM(s) combination.

Include the name of the program..

Review the program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards, ..*

references and procedural steps, then provide information that [^$$ EEtk
naade :adi~' A by the methods discussed earlier. ,y,W/mA
Provide the elements of the program that match the methodsf The elements

(red''d, e involve the technology applied to carry out the program, which could include
"d '' cl thPeriteria for establishing the frequency of performance, sample size o,r

location (if t' e m}, parameters measured, etc. again only as they aWaIc

hM~Jdidd 2k$tgme,gisggef,earlgrrience woh* eA N<>'j reopee*:,a ,,,a g,
i g

. p.scuss operdg eg.
a

;
For e*xistuff'flani,pr'oir"aihs Mat ~mEsW#rido@lfed,'"' ""$,,y,"d'$ *,,'f$ "T,$U' d*

Provide the information from above for the existing portiory m/e

Describe the aspects that must be modified and how they will affect thee

program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards, references or
procedural steps.

Describe new elements addegarry out theggamj.

Describe how the modi d ,~...ea;; p-* :- te == rrc: ir6r::d b;/ thee

methods discussed '" 8. /"

For new programs,e

Describe the new program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,e

~ ^ = != = =.;.

Describe the new elements for carrying out the pM.

Decribe this information te '' avtant kna"m, b;; in MId detail oe

demonstrate that the --" : *- &" the methods discussed "'
!b will-be-

new pro'sva "1

S
~~y- - . - . _ _

* Secti n 6.3 of the CCNPP IPA Methodology " Methods to Manage the Effects of Aging," has some guidance.
. . - - - - . _ _ .

( w ei,k k % denE"< cosheif ;;g, {.7gg g p ,, ,,,g (gpa,cy
the u.o reeses w pc'ys= *% ter age 3 of 5 g , ,. ,,, , 4 p,f,n, , , , ,,

:ae,e k sane e.. secuCo , para we meoss c 4, c.
(74 o6sdvd'*'' /* <'''Cf'f f o,.s.s r|q'7 ;% '' '
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Discovery of the effects of the ARDMM

Provide informatica on existing plant program (s) which have the SC group within .*

their scope, and which provide discovery for the SC group /ARDM(s) combination.

Include the name of the program.*

Review the program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,*

references and procedural steps, then provide information that pertains to the
needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.
Provide the elements of the program that match the methods. The elements*

involve the technology applied to carry out the program, which could include
the criteria for establishing the frequency of performance, sample size or
location (if known), parameters measured, etc. again only as they pertain to
the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.

For existing plant programs that must be modified,*

Provide the information from above for the existing portion.*

Describe the aspects that must be modified and how they will affect the*

program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards, references or
procedural steps.
Describe new elements added to carry out the program.*

Describe how the modified portions pertain to the needs indicated by the*

methods discussed earlier.

For new programs,- *

Describe the new program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,e

and references.
Describe the new elements for carrying out the program.*

Decribe this information to the extent known, but in enough detail to*

demonstrate that the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier will be

g)
F. Demonstration of how AMPS manage effects such that the, function (s) is(a* e)

maintained during the period of extended operation
'~'

Using specifics, & i A --__1,f"Q$ AM t//ukh H *
-f,|AMR11:.u. r
#

3; jogic together for this SC group /effect/g %
.

-Q,7combination.
~

Based on the ' actual results, multiple groups uvuld k joincd fui rifici~ency. inst g@
ensure that the infor=tinn.is eill logically-tied together.

, Use a series of bullate '6+ =n.rinc Sc bgimi s s,. e

Page 4 of 5
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'

For example:*

p Cib W |
Feedwater piping provides for pressure boundary integrityf )e

a

Erosion / Corrosion is plausible for feedwater piping, causing wall thinning )i *

(loss of material) which can lead to loss of pressure boundary integrity. I,

Calvert Cliffs' erosion / corrosion program will detect wall thinningbefore |*.

the pressure boundary integrity function is threatened ir
'

Therefore, the pressure boundary integrity provideey the feed er pipmg*

will be maintained, consistent with the CLBAoughout the peri of
extended operation.

i G. Reference List

1

Complete each Technical Rpport with a list of pertinent references.*
;

c,,,) co da # " T '''" A
i cn fe ria e einud

correcha K''?''

,.// s, fa W

\
*

|

I
)

.
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Elements of "the list" required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)

1. In the application, the list should be of sufficient detail so that
there is assurance that all the structures and components subject to,

'

an aging management review have been identified.

| 2. An applicant may apply some convention to group structures or components
to gain efficiency. If this is done, the convention must be described in

! the application. The grouping should be traceable to documentation
maintained on-site.

3. On-site, the applicant must control and maintain documentation to identify
each structure or component that was determined to be subject to an aging

| management review. This documentation must be sufficient to allow the
' staff to independently identify each structure and component determined to
| be subject to an aging management review. This documentation shuuld

identify each structure or component within the groupings included in the
application.

|
|

!

|

|

|
|

|

f

|

|

I
,

:
:
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